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A group of us traveled to Israel in June.  Some had been before; for many, it was a first.

The sites and people we visited were diverse.  We opened ourselves to the complexity of Israel. 

We visited many sites featured on a standard tour; we also looked beneath the surface.

We visited Caesaria and Roman ruins built by Herod 2,000 years ago.  The next day we visited the

Technion - Israel’s MIT or CalTech - and met a professor who designs satellites that will fit in

your hands.  One morning we hiked a beautiful waterfall while that afternoon we stood atop Har

Bental, on the Syrian border - where for twenty minutes we heard shelling from the civil war.

Our last Thursday we stood at the Western Wall, toured the Jewish quarter of the old city,

visited Hezekiah’s tunnel from 2,700 years ago and then met with Palestinians to hear their

stories.

One Palestinian man lives in Silwan, adjacent to the Western Wall.  He spoke of right-wing Israeli 

religious-nationalist settlers buying up homes in this Palestinian village.  He related the story of

his children being beaten on the street in front of their home.  When he went to defend them, he

was shot twice in the leg by the police.  Two other Palestinian men, living in Sheikh Jarrah near

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, spoke of the expropriation of their homes.  My friend, Rabbi

Arik Ascherman was our guide.  He confirmed their stories.

The kidnaping and murder by Hamas operatives in the West Bank of Eyal Yifrach, Gilad Shaar and

Naftali Fraenkel - three innocent Jewish boys - occurred just before we arrived; the funeral was

the day before I returned home.  The subsequent murder of an innocent 16-year-old Palestinian

boy, Muhammed abu Khdeir, and the beating by Israeli police of his American cousin took place

after we left, in Shuafat, next to Sheikh Jarrah where we had visited.

We witnessed Israeli successes and achievements.  We witnessed trouble and turmoil.  We saw

the complexity of Israeli life and were introduced to the ambiguity caused by that complexity.

I hesitated to write this sermon.  On the holidays I prefer to speak about the timeless, not the

timely.  Yet I know that Israel is at the forefront for many of you.  What I aim to do then is to

identify some timeless elements in the timely events of the Middle East.

This sermon is not about politics - but it is impossible entirely to separate politics out.  It is not

about the government of Israel or particular policies and it is in no way a comprehensive reflection

on the state of Israel.
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Rather, this morning I want to think out loud with you - about how we think about Israel.

At the beginning of the school year, I ask my returning students to give advice to new students

about how to succeed in my class.  Invariably, a student will say: “If you want to get an A in this

class, use the word ‘ambiguous’ as often as possible.  Rabbi loves the word ambiguous.”  When we

interpret texts, they know, starting with its ambiguities is the path to knowledge.  (By the way,

for the record: using the word “ambiguous” is not enough to earn an A . . . although it goes a long

way.)

This morning, I want to acknowledge the complexity of current issues and the ambiguity that

accompanies that complexity.  I will argue that we will do better to acknowledge, understand and

accept them.  I want to claim that moral values ought to inform our thinking, even as we argue

over their implementation.

Our support of Israel ought to be knowledgeable, honest and exercised with integrity. If we want

to support Israel with integrity, that support ought express both our commitment to our people

and our commitment to the humane values that Jewish religious liberalism professes.  If during

these holidays we celebrate, as I argued last week, a humanity created b’tzelem Elohim, in God’s

image - then that vision ought apply to the difficult and painful occurrences in and around Israel.

This sermon will be superficial.  I can speak only briefly.  I will give you what we call the “rashey

tevot” - the acronyms, the chapter headings.   Most of the details I’ll have to leave for another

time and I’m glad to continue that conversation with you.

After first acknowledging some “givens”, I want to share what I’ll call “Three Working Truths”

and then “Three Principles In Thinking About Israel.” 

My thesis this morning is that our support for Israel ought to be informed by a moral position that

a) recognizes the complexity and ambiguity of the conflict between the state of Israel and the

Palestinians and b) affirms their common humanity.

Certain “Givens”

I want to stipulate certain things.  

First,  let’s stipulate:  we care about Israel.  We care about her citizens.  They are our family,

sometime literally, sometimes figuratively.  It is a familial obligation to support our family there

as we would anywhere in the world.

Second,  we recognize its outstanding achievements.  Israel has provided a refuge for Jews from

Europe to North Africa to Middle Eastern countries.  In a region known for tyranny, medieval

religious practices, barbarism and a rejection of Western values Israel has created a vibrant
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democratic state that affirms the rights and dignity of human beings and provides a degree of

religious pluralism beyond others in the region.

In general, its standard of living is quite high.  Its world-wide fame in technological invention,

particularly in the high-tech industry, is well earned. Per capita, Israel has the highest number of

university degrees; in science and economics, the highest number of winners of Nobel prizes; the

highest number of startup companies; and it attracts the highest number of venture capitalists

Israel exports more life-saving medical technology than any other nation.  It is often a first-

responder to acts of terror or destruction, as in Haiti.  Instant messaging; firewall security

software, Intel wireless computer chips, voicemail technology and the cell phone all were

developed in Israel.

Third,  Israel has a right to exist and to defend itself against attack.  Claims to the contrary

are spurious and should be considered an attack.  Israel’s existence is not on the agenda.

Fourth,  Hamas and others present a danger to Israel and its citizens.  Its charter calls for the

destruction of the state.  It uses violence to pursue that goal.  It targets Israeli civilians with

rockets, tunnels and terror.  It puts its own population at risk in its warfare.  It executes

collaborators.  In its war against Israel, it misuses funds earmarked for economic and social

development.  It is supported by some Arab regimes that also seek Israel’s destruction.  That

danger must be neutralized.

All of these are givens.  They shouldn’t be taken for granted.  

Careful attention, though, to other dimensions of the matzav, as Israelis call it - the situation -

will give us a more sophisticated and accurate understanding of the situation.

There is danger in thinking that is not careful enough.  Within our community we often articulate

slogans that sound good, reinforce our sense of being right, and bear some truth but which contain

falsehoods as well.  As such, they are not in our own best interest.  Among those are:

• “The whole world hates us.  Jews have always been persecuted.  We are the world’s

whipping boy.”  While there is a significant element of truth in this, there is also

exaggeration and a denial of facts to the contrary.  A victim mentality is not becoming to

us.

• “All Arabs and Arab countries are out to destroy us.  All Palestinians are terrorists and

bent on Israel’s destruction.”  Again, while there is some truth here there is also a

distortion of the facts.

• “Israel has done no wrong and is morally blameless.”  While we would like to believe this, a

careful evaluation tells us otherwise.  That is a fact acknowledged among Israelis, so why

not among us?
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Three Working Truths

Here are what I call “Three Working Truths,” demonstrating the complexity of the situation:

• when we talk about Israel’s opponents, there is no uniform “they”; 

• when we talk about Israel and the Jewish people, there is no uniform “we”; 

• and when we consider the situation as a whole, there is no uniform relationship between

Israel and the Palestinians and other Arab countries and movements, nor between the

Arab countries and movements themselves.

We like to talk about all Arabs as “they”.   In fact,  there is no uniform “they”.   

There is the secular Palestinian Authority and the Islamic Hamas.  There is no love lost between

the two.  There is a struggle between them for power and control.  There is a significant

difference between the West Bank and Gaza, not to mention Palestinians who are citizens of

Israel.  There are religious Moslems, a persecuted Christian minority and secular Palestinians. 

There are terrorists; leaders working with Israel; informants; and everyday people trying to earn

a living, put food on the table and raise a family in safety.  

Arab nations and movements are not uniform.  Egypt has longstanding cooperation with Israel and

persecutes its own Islamic extremists; Jordan is governed by a monarchy perched somewhat

precariously on its own population and has a quiet but successful relationship with Israel over

security matters; Saudi Arabia, is a Sunni monarchy that desires regional stability in a rapidly

destabilized area; Syria is crippled by a civil war; Lebanon, is home to the Shiite Hezbollah which

supports Hamas and is dedicated to the destruction of Israel; and Qatar is a former “partner” of

Israel that now supports Hamas.  Iran - Shiite Islamic but not an Arab state - poses an existential

threat to Israel with its development of a nuclear option. 

In other words: there is no uniform “they”.

 

We like to talk about all Israelis and Jews as “we”.   In fact,  there is no uniform “we”.

During the recent war the country was remarkably unified.  Subsequently, critical voices have re-

emerged  In other wars there often has been great division.  There is a multiplicity of political

parties and philosophies, some more dovish, some more hawkish.  Some are secular and some

religious.  There is a struggle over church and state.  There are extremists at both ends.  Some

are religious nationalists seeking the expansion of Israeli territory.  Some of them advocate the

use of violence to further their ends.  Some are nationalists who advocate a two-state solution and

want to withdraw from the West Bank.  There are political parties that cover the entire spectrum. 

In other words, there is no uniform “we”.

 

It follows,  then,  that there is no uniform relationship between Israel and the Palestinians.  

The Palestinian Authority governs the West Bank; Hamas governs Gaza.  The Israeli government
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has a working relationship with the PA; it won’t negotiate with Hamas.  Israel occupies the West

Bank and has settlements there but has not annexed it; Israel withdrew unilaterally from Gaza

and has neither settlements nor troops within its borders.  

Likewise, there is no uniform relationship between Israel and the other countries of the region. 

While there are no overt allies, there are quiet relationships built on mutual interests and needs

and there are overt threats and hostilities as well.  Finally, there is no uniform relationship

between Arab countries and movements.  Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Qatar, Iran, Hizbollah,

Hamas, the Islamic Brotherhood - they do not all share the same interests and are not all allied. 

To the contrary.

Let me summarize thus far: there is no undifferentiated “they”; there is no undifferentiated “we”;

our relationships with all of “them” are variegated and complex, as are their relationships with one

another.

Three Principles for Thinking About Israel

I want to share with you three principles for thinking about Israel that extend beyond my call to

understand the political complexity and ambiguity.  They do not represent an exhaustive list but

are the three most important as I see it.

First: because there is a factual complexity there is a moral complexity as well.  Second: we want

Israel to conduct itself by the highest moral standards.  Third: tactics address immediate issues;

strategy addresses underlying causes.  Strategy is what is needed much more than tactics.

There is moral complexity and ambiguity in the situation.  There are rights and wrongs on both

sides.  Is there moral equivalency?  I think not - but issues and events must be taken on a case-by-

case basis.  Not all is black and white.  We should not settle for good guys and bad guys, all or

nothing descriptions.  We wouldn’t tolerate superficial thinking like that anywhere else; it lacks

integrity and distorts the truth of the situation.  

Hamas utilizes violence and terror to achieve its ends.  It denies the right of Israel to exist.  It

targets civilians and uses its own people as human shields.  

At the same time, Hamas is not all Palestinians and many Palestinians have been victims of

wrongdoing by the Israeli state, people and army.  Palestinians possess the right to self-

determination no more but no less than Israelis.

Israel is a democracy and a secure homeland for the Jewish people and others who live there.  It’s

army seeks to operate by a moral code.  It sends warnings before sending rockets.  It investigates

questionable military activities.  The Jewish murderers of the Palestinian boy have been arrested

and the state will pay a stipend to the boy’s family - just as it does for Jewish victims of violence.
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At the same time, the state wields overwhelming power in coercive and oppressive ways in the

West Bank.  Its settlers build illegal settlements there and some perpetrate violence against

Palestinians.  Palestinian orchards are destroyed contrary to Israeli law.

There is no doubt that Israel needed to protect itself in the recent war.  Part of that was

defensive: Iron Dome provided almost complete protection.  Some of that was offensive, seeking

out enemy Hamas leaders and destroying tunnels and stockpiled weapons.

We mourn the Israeli soldiers and civilians killed over the summer.  They are family.  My young

cousin lost boys he had trained for army service.  Does that mean that we cannot also mourn the

2,000 innocent Palestinians killed too?  Did you see the pictures?  Does one have to preclude the

other?

I encourage you to deepen and broaden your knowledge.  Read a variety of sources, newspapers,

histories, Jewish and non-Jewish, Israeli and other, from the right and from the left.  Listen to

speakers when they appear.  Don’t dismiss automatically as anti-Semitic and anti-Israel everything

that is critical of Israeli policy.  Some is, some isn’t.  There isn’t much that you will find, though,

that you can’t also find in the Israeli press or politics.  Strive for more knowledge, more

sophistication, more critical understanding.

Within B’Chavana, we encourage dialogue.  There is room enough in our community for different

opinions.  As we share them with one another, we will learn and grow.

 

Israel ought to conduct itself according to the highest moral standards.  I do not agree with

some who argue that Israel only need hold itself to the same standards that any other nation

holds.  I disagree.  I do not believe that any and all acts can be justified in the name of the

people, the land, the state of Israel.  The Jewish state can and must protect its citizens.  That is

a moral imperative.  But the Jewish state, as an expression of the Jewish people and its religious,

ethical tradition, ought to embody the highest standards in doing so.

I am not saying that, across the board, Israel doesn’t.  We can disagree as to whether or not, in

any particular case, Israel has crossed the line.  What I am saying is that Israel should not

surrender its commitment to high moral standards, nor should we.

The conduct of the recent war; the conduct of the army in the territories; the relentless

expansion of settlements in Jerusalem and the West Bank; all of these must be evaluated under

strict moral scrutiny.

Some of us like to keep score.  “We’re right, they’re wrong.  You can’t equate the one side with the

other.  Quid pro quo: they teach hatred of us, why should we negotiate with them, why shouldn’t

we hate them?”  

Keeping score satisfies our need to be right.  But it smacks of self-righteousness and is always
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selective.  It isn’t honest and it doesn’t move us forward.

There is humanity on both sides of the fence.  There is right in each camp.  There is fault to be

found as well.  Jewish integrity demands that Israel itself - and we as interested supporters -

recognize the humanity and the narrative of Palestinian people.   It does not require that we

accept it in full.  In fact, we reject large parts of it.  It does not require that we put our own lives

at risk - but it does require that we recognize that we are not entirely in the right and they are

not entirely in the wrong.

Finally:  there is a difference between strategy and tactics.   The recent war showed Israel’s

tactical strength.  But we know this will occur again in three months or six months or a couple of

years.  That is the reality.  It is easy to blame the other side: “oh, we’re ready to make peace but

they aren’t.”  Where is the larger strategy that will establish a Palestinian state alongside a

secure Israel so that Palestinians can determine their own fate and Israel can escape the

undermining of morals and morale that occupation has brought with it, so that Israel can invest all

of its energy and resources into building its society?

Tactics will not suffice.  What is needed is a strategy that looks forward to a resolution that will

diminish the need for such tactical victories.

Conclusion

Perhaps you know the joke.  It’s a sad joke.  It isn’t new.  In fact, it’s been around as long as I

remember.  Part of the sadness is because it is no less relevant today than it was thirty years ago

when first I told it.

A camel and a scorpion approach a river.  The scorpion asks the camel for a ride.  The camel

demurs: “If I give you a ride you’ll sting me”.

Replies the scorpion: “I wouldn’t do that.  I need you to carry me.”  

So the camel agrees.  Halfway across, the scorpion stings the camel. 

The camel shrieks: “Why did you do that?  Now I am going to die and you’re going to go down with

me.”

The scorpion responds: “Well, what did you expect?  After all, this is the Middle East.”

I’m not naive.  I’m not a Pollyanna.  I do not believe that the problems are easily solvable or, in the

case of some, solvable without the greatest of pain for one side or the other - for one side and

the other.  
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But I do believe that a future can be created that is less painful than the one that currently

exists.

So we ask ourselves three questions.  One, what will lead to a resolution?  Two, while the conflict

continues indefinitely, how will Israel conduct itself?  And, three, how will we, supporters of

Israel, do that with honesty and integrity?

We’ll support Israel with integrity when we recognize the factual and moral complexity of the

situation; when we aspire to live by the highest moral standards - including recognition of the

humanity of Palestinian people and the Palestinian people; and when we encourage and support

Israel as it formulates a strategy for resolution so that, perhaps one day, a more peaceful

existence will be achieved.

That day may be distant but, in the meantime, we will pursue it while preserving both our humanity

and our hope for that better day.

I wish you an easy fast.
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